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We have designed, constructed, and commissioned a cryogenic helium buffer-gas source for producing
a cryogenically-cooled molecular beam and evaluated the effect of different cell geometries on the
intensity of the produced molecular beam, using ammonia as a test molecule. Planar and conical
entrance and exit geometries are tested. We observe a three fold enhancement in the NH3 signal
for a cell with planar-entrance and conical-exit geometry, compared to that for a typically used
‘box’-like geometry with planar entrance and exit. These observations are rationalized by flow-field
simulations for the different buffer-gas cell geometries. The full thermalization of molecules with the
helium buffer-gas is confirmed through rotationally-resolved REMPI spectra yielding a rotational
temperature of 5 K.
I. INTRODUCTION
The production of slow and cold molecular beams with
high flux is a prerequisite for many modern experiments,
such as the study of cold reactive collisions [1–3] or Zee-
man and Stark deceleration [4, 5]. Furthermore, they are
the starting point for further cooling of molecules to ultra-
cold temperatures via evaporative or sympathetic cooling
with ultracold atoms [6, 7] or by direct laser cooling of
molecules [8–10]. These novel sources of ultracold molecu-
lar systems enable ultrahigh precision measurements, such
as the investigation of spatial and temporal variations of
fundamental constants [11, 12], and experimental searches
of the electric dipole moment of the electron [13, 14].
The advent of ultrashort x-ray free-electron lasers has
now sparked an immense interest in producing cold beams
of large molecules and particles for x-ray diffractive imag-
ing with atomic resolution [15–19]. These experiments
require pure samples delivered into a micrometer-sized in-
teraction region, which can be achieved using electrostatic
control techniques applied to cold molecular beams [19–
21]. Moreover, these techniques also allow the dispersion
of rotational states, such that the coldest molecules from a
molecular beam can be selected, yielding, e. g., higher de-
grees of molecular one- and three-dimensional alignment
and orientation [22–27].
All the aforementioned experiments, from laboratory-
based high-precision spectroscopy to facility-based novel
imaging methods, require stable sources producing a
high flux of cold molecules in the gas-phase. One ap-
proach to achieve this is the use of buffer-gas cooling
techniques [28, 29], in which a molecular sample is cooled
through collisions with a cryogenic coolant, typically he-
lium. In this paper we report on our newly developed
cryogenic buffer-gas-cell source, including the geometric
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optimization of the cell shape to avoid molecular losses
within the cell and produce a higher-flux molecular beam.
To the best of our knowledge, this represents the first
study optimizing the cryogenic cell shape for the produc-
tion of higher-flux molecular beams. Our experimental
measurement together with detailed flow-field simulations
suggest that a cryogenic cell with a planar entrance and
exit, i. e., the typical “box”-like geometry, produces vor-
tices in the flow fields, resulting in trapping of molecules,
and eventually loss of molecular density by diffusion to
the cold cell walls. We find that this can be avoided, and
a three times higher molecular flux achieved, through the
use of a conical-exit aperture. By using ammonia as a
test system we confirm that the altered geometry does
not affect the thermalization of molecules, which emerge
from the cell with a rotational temperature of ∼5 K.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
A schematic diagram of our molecular beam apparatus
is shown in Figure 1 a. It primarily consists of a buffer-gas
cell source cooled by a pulsed-tube refrigerator (Sumit-
omo RP082E2) and a time-of-flight mass spectrometer
(TOF-MS) with a multi-channel plate (MCP) detector.
These are mounted in vacuum chambers evacuated us-
ing turbomolecular pumps to typical operating pressures
of 2×10−6 mbar (source region, Pfeiffer Vacuum HiPace
2300) and 8×10−7 mbar (detection region, Pfeiffer Vac-
uum HiPace 300).
The cryocooler contains two cooling stages, cooled to
base temperatures of 28 K and 3.4 K, respectively. Each
cooling stage is encased by a radiation shield, not shown
in Figure 1 a, to avoid unwanted heat load from black-
body radiation. The outer radiation shield is made of
aluminum and thermally connected to the first stage
of the cryocooler. The inner radiation shield is made of
oxygen-free copper and thermally connected to the second
stage. The inside of this shield is furthermore covered
with coconut charcoal acting as a cryogenic sorption pump
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the cryogenic buffer-gas cell setup. A
two-stage cryocooler holds a copper cell, cooled to 3.4 K base
temperature. The cell has a small volume at the front where
cold helium (orange dots) is introduced, which then flows
radially into the main thermalization cell. Warm molecules
(red dots) are injected from a heated stainless steel capillary,
carried by the radial helium flow and eventually thermalize
to the buffer-gas temperature (blue dots) via collisions. The
produced molecular beam is detected in a time-of-flight mass
spectrometer, see text for details. (b) The buffer-gas cell has
detachable entrance and exit end caps, which can either be
planar, with an 180 ◦ opening angle, or conical, with an 106 ◦
opening angle, resulting in four distinct geometries.
when cooled below 10 K [30]. Both radiation shields
contain 1 cm diameter apertures at the entrance and exit
side to allow introduction and extraction of sample from
the buffer-gas cell, vide infra. The buffer-gas cell itself is
attached to the second stage of the cryocooler and cooled
down to 3.4 K base temperature. The temperatures at the
first and second cooling stage and at the buffer-gas cell
are continuously monitored using calibrated silicon diode
temperature sensors (DT-670, Lake Shore Cryotronics).
The main body of the buffer-gas cell is a hollow copper
cylinder of diameter 3 cm and length 2 cm. Attach to this
are exchangeable copper end caps at the entrance and exit
side, each 1 cm deep and with entrance and exit aperture
diameters of 3 mm and 2 mm, respectively. In this study
we test two different end-cap geometries for the entrance
and exit side of the cell; a common planar end cap with a
180 ◦ opening angle, and a conical end cap with an opening
angle of 106 ◦, as indicated in Figure 1 b. This leads to
four different geometries of the buffer-gas cell, depending
on the combination of entrance and exit end cap: conical-
conical (CC), conical-planar (CP), planar-conical (PC),
and planar-planar (PP).
Helium buffer-gas is introduced into the cell from the
same side as the molecular sample, left hand side in Fig-
ure 1 a, using a 1.64 mm inner diameter (ID) copper tube.
This is thermally anchored using brazed copper bobbins
to both cooling stages to cool the helium to 3.4 K be-
fore it enters the cell. The helium is introduced into a
small volume before the actual buffer-gas cell which it
rapidly fills and then provides a radial helium flow into
the cell through the 3 mm entrance end cap aperture,
see inset in Figure 1 a. The exact flow of helium into
the cell is controlled using a digital flow meter (Vögtlin
Instruments GSC-A9TA-BB21) calibrated for helium and
situated outside vacuum. The warm molecular sample,
NH3 with purity > 99.99% and kept at 6 mbar pressure,
is introduced into the buffer-gas cell using a 10 cm long
stainless steel capillary with an ID of 254 µm. This capil-
lary is connected to the sample delivery manifold by 6 mm
stainless steel tubing and the complete assembly is at-
tached to the vacuum chamber using a three-dimensional
(X,Y, Z) position manipulator. This allows precise ma-
nipulation of the capillary in and out of the buffer-gas cell
through the radiation shields and cell-entrance apertures.
During experiments the capillary tip is located around
1 mm inside the cell-entrance aperture, as indicated in
Figure 1 a. Molecules are then carried into the cell by the
flow of cold helium. To prevent freezing of sample inside
the capillary, it is heated to 80 ◦C using resistive heat-
ing wire and the temperature is continuously monitored
with a thermocouple. For NH3 pressures of ≤ 6 mbar
this prevents capillary clogging and the experiment runs
continuously for an entire day, while for NH3 pressure of
≥ 10 mbar clogging occurs after around 3 hours for the
used capillary position. Within the cell warm molecules
collisionally thermalize with the cold helium, before being
extracted through an exit aperture of 2 mm diameter into
high vacuum. The formed molecular beam passes through
the apertures in both radiation shields and enters into the
ion optics of the TOFMS, located 51 mm downstream of
the buffer-gas cell exit.
We can estimate the approximate density nHe of helium
buffer-gas in the cell by considering a steady-state with
a constant and controllable helium flow into the cell, f ,
and a corresponding flow through the exit aperture with
area Aaperture,
nHe =
4f
Aaperture v¯
. (1)
Here v¯ is the mean thermal velocity of helium buffer-gas
near the exit aperture, which can be evaluated as
v¯ =
√
8kBT
pim
, (2)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, THe the buffer-gas
temperature, and mHe the mass of the buffer-gas. For a
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FIG. 2. Measured ammonia-ion signal (solid circles), from
SFI of ammonia, as a function of helium flow rate for the four
geometries of the cryogenic cell; the signal decreases from PC
over CC and PP, to CP. Lines are third-order polynomial fits
to guide the eye. All geometries show an initial linear increase,
until a maximum is reached around 12 mln/min helium flow.
The cell geometry significantly affects the measured signal
intensity, with a planar-conical cell providing the most intense
molecular beam.
typical flow of 10 mln/min [31] into the buffer-gas cell and
an exit aperture of 2 mm, this corresponds to a density of
4×1016 cm−3 inside the cell. We furthermore simulate the
helium flow field inside the buffer-gas cell using a finite-
element solver, COMSOL Multiphysics with laminar flow
interface [32], treating helium as an ideal gas at 4 K
temperature.
Between the ion optics of the TOF-MS spectrometer,
molecules are ionized by a pulsed laser system. To monitor
the total molecular flux we utilize strong-field ionization
(SFI) by an amplified Ti:Sapphire laser (Spectra Physics
Spitfire Ace) yielding 40 fs pulses at 1 kHz repetition
rate, focused to typical field strengths of 1013 W/cm2 in a
100 µm spot (FWHM) by a f = 750 mm plano-convex lens.
For rotational-state selective detection we use resonance-
enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) of ammonia
via the C˜ ← X˜ transition at 63846–63919 cm−1 [33].
Narrowband laser pulses are provided by a tunable dye
laser (FineAdjustment) using DCM dye, pumped by the
frequency doubled output of a Nd:YAG laser (InnoLas).
Typical pulse energies are 2 mJ in a 100 µm spot (FWHM)
at 20 Hz repetition rate. Produced ions are subsequently
detected using a time-of-flight mass spectrometer with a
typical mass resolution m/∆m ≈ 1000.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Figure 2 we show the integrated NH+3 signal for
the four different buffer-gas cell geometries, following
c. planar-conical d. conical-conical
b. conical-planara. planar-planar r
z
FIG. 3. Simulations of the helium flow-field for four different
geometries of our cryogenic cell. Depicted are streamlines with
the helium flowing from left to right. For clarity, only one half
of the cylindrically-symmetric r, z-plane is shown.
strong-field ionization, as a function of the helium flow
rate into the cell. Regardless of the cell geometry, we
observe the same general trend: the ammonia signal first
increases approximately linearly with helium flow rate
until it reaches a maximum at around 10–12 mln/min of
helium, after which the signal plateaus off or decreases
slowly.
The initial near-linear rise of the signal with increasing
helium flow can be rationalized with the more efficient
extraction of molecules from the buffer-gas cell. This
extraction efficiency is often expressed in terms of the
cell-extraction parameter, γe, defined as the ratio of the
diffusion time τdiff and the typical cell pump-out time
τpump [28]:
γe =
τdiff
τpump
=
4
9pi
nHeσAaperture
lcell
≈ σf
lcellv¯
. (3)
Here σ is the elastic collision cross-section for molecule-
helium collisions, lcell the cell length and f is the con-
trollable helium flow into the cell. For γe ≤ 1 extraction
from the cell is diffusion limited and increased helium
flow leads to a corresponding increase in extraction ef-
ficiency, and hence higher signals. For the case where
γe ≥ 1, however, most molecules are extracted from the
cell before diffusing to the cell walls, in a regime termed hy-
drodynamic enhancement. Once this regime is reached an
increase in helium flow rate does not have a significant in-
fluence on the extraction efficiency anymore. For our cell,
an extraction parameter of γe ≈ 1 is expected at around
13 mln/min flow rate, assuming a collision cross-section of
σ = 10−14 cm2 [28]. This correlates well with the observed
signal emerging from the buffer-gas cell: For all geome-
tries, we first observe a near-linear increase with helium
flow rate, corresponding to the diffusion-limited case, until
the flow rate reaches around 10–12 mln/min. Beyond this
we enter the hydrodynamic entrainment regime, where
the signal plateaus off or decreases slowly [28, 34][35].
While the general trend between the observed ammonia
signal and the applied helium flow is similar for all cell
geometries tested, we do observe marked differences in
4the absolute signal levels obtained for different cell con-
figurations, as shown in Figure 2. The cell with a planar
entrance and a conical-exit end cap (PC) produces the
largest signal, with about a threefold increase compared to
the regular planar-planar (PP) shape. In contrast to this,
the cell with a conical-entrance and planar-exit end cap
(CP) produces the smallest signal levels, almost tenfold
smaller than the PC configuration.
In order to qualitatively understand the observed dif-
ferences for the four cell geometries, we have simulated
the helium flow fields in the cryogenic cell, see Section II
for details, at 10 mln/min of helium flow and a pressure
of 10−6 mbar at the cell exit. The resulting flow fields
are shown in Figure 3 as slices through the cylindrically-
symmetric cell volume, i. e., in r, z space, and we further
extract the helium pressures inside the cell as well as the
flow of helium through the entrance and exit of the cell,
shown in Table I.
These flows and cell pressures clearly show that the
helium environment within the cell depends on the geom-
etry of the exit end cap. A planar-exit end cap leads to
reduced transmission through the exit aperture compared
to a conical end cap, yielding a correspondingly higher
pressure within the cell and loss of helium density by
‘back-flow’ through the cell-entrance aperture. Further-
more, the simulations show that planar end caps produce
vortices in the flow fields at the cell corners. This can be
circumvented by the use of conical end caps, which result
in an overall laminar flow. Hot ammonia molecules intro-
duced into the cell will be thermalized with the buffer-gas
before reaching the exit end cap and hence follow the
streamlines. The presence of vortices in the flow-field can,
therefore, lead to trapping of ammonia and eventually
loss to the cell walls. Thus, the laminar flow produced by
a conical end cap at the cell exit is clearly advantageous
in avoiding diffusion loss and, therefore, entraining more
NH3 molecules into the molecular beam.
Furthermore, according to our calculations the effect
of the end caps on the forward velocity of the generated
beams is small, but when replacing the planar exit end
cap by the conical exit end cap it decreases from 80 m/s to
70 m/s, which is advantageous for slow-beam and trapping
experiments.
The simulation results for the extracted helium flow
and cell pressures for CC and PC cell geometries are
very similar, indicating that the vortices produced by the
planar end cap at the cell entrance do not have any adverse
influence on the helium flow through the cell. This might
lead one to expect very similar ammonia signal levels
for these two cell geometries. However, the measured
signal levels differ by around a factor of 3. We attribute
this difference to increased diffusion and loss of ammonia
molecules at the cold cell walls for the conical-entrance
cap due to the closer proximity of the copper walls to
the inlet capillary. At the cell entrance molecules are not
fully thermalized with the helium buffer-gas and will not
follow the helium flow-field precisely. Therefore, diffusive
motion is still considerable and the larger opening angle
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FIG. 4. REMPI spectrum of NH3 measured using a planar-
conical cell at room temperature (black, upper line) and cooled
to 3.8 K (red, lower line), together with corresponding PGO-
PHER simulations at 4 K, 5 K, and 6 K rotational temperature.
In the inset, the different simulations can be distinguished on
the right peak, which is strongest for 6 K, intermediate for
5 K, and weakest for 4 K. The 5 K simulation reproduces the
experimental data very well, indicating full thermalization of
the molecules with the buffer-gas.
of the planar-entrance cap leads to a larger distance to
the cold cell walls and hence an increased molecular flux
out of the buffer-gas cell compared to the conical-entrance
geometry.
Based on these arguments and our flow-field simula-
tions, we summarize our observation as follows: at the
entrance molecules are primarily lost through diffusion,
making planar end caps preferential as they maximize the
distance to the cold cell walls. At the cell exit molecules
are thermalized and follow the helium flow-field such that
vortices should be avoided, which can be achieved with
conical end caps. For our cell, these two effects appear to
be of roughly the same magnitude, such that the planar-
planar (PP) and conical-conical (CC) geometries show
approximately the same signal intensity. To confirm that
molecules ejected from the cell are fully thermalized with
the buffer-gas, we collected 2 + 1 resonance-enhanced
multi-photon ionization (REMPI) spectra of ammonia
via the C˜ state. Here, an NH3 pressure of 6 mbar and
a helium flow rate of 10 mln/min were used, correspond-
ing to a Reynolds number of ∼56 and thus producing a
molecular beam in the partially-hydrodynamic regime,
i. e., without any significant further acceleration or cooling
when exiting the cell [28]. In Figure 4 the spectrum is
shown for both, room temperature and buffer gas cooled
NH3. The strong temperature dependence of the rovi-
bronic transitions allows us to extract precise information
about the rotational temperature of ammonia. We sim-
ulated spectra using the PGOPHER software [36], with
literature values used for the rotational constants in the
5TABLE I. Simulated pressures and helium flows within the cell for the four geometries at 10 mln/min helium flow rate.
geometry pressure (mbar) density (cm−3) outlet flow (mln/min) inlet flow (mln/min)
CC 0.033 7.9×1016 9.6 0.4
CP 0.048 1.2×1017 9.2 0.8
PC 0.032 7.7×1016 9.6 0.4
PP 0.048 1.2×1017 9.2 0.8
electronic ground (X˜) and excited (C˜) states [33]. The
simulated spectrum for a rotational temperature of 5 K
is shown as a solid green line in Figure 4. It matches the
experimental data for buffer-gas cooled NH3 very well. As
the intensities of the two observable transitions (J = 0, 1)
are very sensitive to the rotational temperature, we also
simulated spectra at 4 K and 6 K (purple and blue lines in
Figure 4, respectively). These do not fit the experimental
spectrum well and confirm our temperature assignment
of 5 K. This indicates complete thermalization of the
molecular rotations with the helium buffer-gas. Since the
elastic collision cross-section of the molecules with the
helium is expected to be significantly higher than the
that for the rotational relaxation [28], the translational
temperature of the molecules should also be thermalized
completely. Measurements were conducted for all four cell
geometries and similar rotational temperatures extracted
in all cases.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we designed, constructed, and commis-
sioned a cryogenic apparatus for producing helium buffer-
gas cooled molecular beams. We evaluated the effect of
the cell geometry on the produced molecular beam flux
and observed that a cryogenic cell with a planar-entrance
and conical-exit end cap produces around three times
more flux compared to the typically used ‘box’-like ge-
ometry with planar-entrance and exit. This is attributed
to the smaller diffusion loss at the entrance due to the
larger opening angle of a planar end cap and an optimum
transmission at the exit resulting from purely laminar
helium flow without vortices for the conical end cap. We
confirmed the full thermalization of molecules with the
buffer-gas through REMPI measurements that show a
rotational temperature of 5 K for all cell geometries.
We showed that a simple geometric optimization of the
cell shape can significantly improve the molecular beam
flux and we are currently expanding this technique to
larger molecules and nanoparticles. Such a stable, cold,
and high-flux beam of molecules will be beneficial to a
wide range of molecular physics experiments, including
novel single-particle x-ray diffractive imaging approaches.
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